Helping others through bystander intervention

Assess the situation.

Ask another bystander to support you.

Approach the targeted person. Ignore the attacker.

Offer options to the targeted person for how you can support them.

Learn how to safely do this by watching our video at: bart.gov/notonemoregirl

Getting Help On Bart

Use the train intercom bottom located at the end doors on old cars and side doors on new cars to speak to the train operator.

Seek out any BART employee. Look for employees with a BART logo on their uniform. Frontline employees have received training on handling crisis incidents.

RESOURCES FOR SEXUAL AND GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE ON BART

Our campaign sends a clear message to the aggressor that sexual harassment will not be tolerated. Why?

We recognize that your safety should not be your responsibility and no one should be worried for themselves when riding public transit. That is why we launched Not One More Girl to create systemic changes to end these conditions.

Not One More Girl

Not One More Girl is a community-driven initiative centered on gifts and gender expansive youth to reimagine safety for riders on BART.

Not One More Girl uses youth-led research, cultural strategy, art, and policy change to dismantle the systems that enable gender-based violence. In the meantime, here are some tools that you can use to get help for yourself or others.

Join the conversation on social media using #NotOneMoreGirl
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